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There are many pros of LinkedIn for recruiting new employees. Big organizations 
and new businesses even small companies have high competition in boosting 
their business sales revenue by improving their team. For boosting business sales 
and growth, companies need to search and hire new candidates from LinkedIn. 
LinkedIn is very important for searching and hiring new talent. I would like to say 
that Recruiting new talent has never been as easy as now with the help of online 
social media platforms like LinkedIn.  
 
But one problem is that you cannot collect candidate’s data from LinkedIn 
manually due to a huge number of profiles. You need to use LinkedIn Scraper 
LinkedIn like LinkedIn Recruiter Extractor for searching and scraping new 
candidate’s data. LinkedIn with LinkedIn Recruiter Profiles is the best online 
networking site for HR managers and recruiting agencies because LinkedIn is the 
trendiest and useful talent solution and recruitment tool that is really effective for 
recruiting new and targeted candidates for small or even big companies. 
 

What is important if collecting candidate’s data from 
LinkedIn? 
 

For getting targeted candidates data from LinkedIn you need to boost your 
LinkedIn network by boosting your LinkedIn 1st-degree connection. Why? 
Because LinkedIn mostly offers 1st degrees’ data publically like Email addresses 
and phone numbers. So it’s recommended for you to grow your 1st-degree 
connections by connecting your targeted audience while introducing yourself on 
LinkedIn with your targeted candidates for hiring fast to fulfill your company’s 
new post with the best and targeted candidate data. And don’t worry with the 

LinkedIn Scraper tool you can easily collect or scrape your targeted 
candidate's data from LinkedIn. 
 

Is LinkedIn Worth the Cost for hiring? 
 

Yes, LinkedIn Recruiter is best for searching and hiring new and targeted 
candidates for new and urgently filling jobs. LinkedIn Recruiter lets business 
recruiters and recruiting agencies discover the best, talented, and targeted 
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candidate profile data according to your business needs and requirements.  
LinkedIn has more than 740 million profiles of students, candidates, employees, 
business professionals, influencers, companies, and business owners who are also 
looking for new jobs and business opportunities. Well, you cannot collect leads 
data from 740 million profiles on LinkedIn manually. For this you need to use the 
best LinkedIn Scraper Software.  
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Scrape and Export candidates contact data from LinkedIn 
with LinkedIn Scraper 

 

You need to use the recommended LinkedIn Data Scraper Tool like LinkedIn 
Recruiter Extractor because this LinkedIn Data Grabber can automatically search 
and extract targeted candidates' data from LinkedIn and LinkedIn Recruiter 
profiles. LinkedIn Profile Extractor can search and extract candidates' contact 
information according to your business vacant job requirements and business 
keywords on LinkedIn.   
 
By using this LinkedIn Recruiter Extractor, you as a recruiter expert or 

recruiting agencies can search and scrape Candidates contact data in bulk such as 
names, Emails, valid Phone number, messenger and social ids, job title, company, 
website, skills, industry, and country and profile links from LinkedIn Recruiter. 
LinkedIn Data extractor can export extracted data in .xlsx, .csv, (opens in excel) 
.txt files. 
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